Heterogeneous mechanisms of early edema formation in cerebral contusion: diffusion MRI and ADC mapping study.
Severe cerebral contusion is sometimes associated with early edema formation within 24-48 hours post-trauma, and this frequently results in progressive ICP elevation and clinical deterioration. To investigate the underlying mechanisms of such severe contusion edema, diffusion imaging and ADC mapping were performed in 20 patients with cerebral contusion, employing 1.5 T echo planar MRI. Within 24 hours post-trauma, the diffusion images demonstrated a low intensity core in the central area and a high intensity rim in the peripheral area of contusion. The ADC value increased in the central area (ADC ratio (contusion/normal brain) = 1.13 +/- 0.13) and decreased in the peripheral area (ADC ratio = 0.83 +/- 0.13). This suggested that intra- and extracellular components underwent disintegration and homogenization within the central area, whereas cellular swelling was predominant in the peripheral area. A crescent-shaped zone of very high ADC value (ADC ratio = 1.38-1.61) was observed at the border between these two areas during the period of 24-48 hours post-trauma in some cases, apparently indicating that edema fluid was accumulated within a space formed by homogenization. The ADC values in the peripheral area shifted to an increase after 48-72 hours post-trauma. These findings imply that multiple mechanisms operate in early edema formation in cerebral contusion. It appears that the capacity for edema fluid accumulation increases in the central area and resistance for edema fluid propagation is elevated by cellular swelling in the peripheral area. We suggest that a combination of such events facilitates edema fluid accumulation in the central area and contributes, together with the cellular swelling in the peripheral area, to the mass effect of contusion edema. Diffusion MRI and ADC mapping represent powerful tools for investigating spatially as well as temporally heterogeneous mechanisms of contusion edema.